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Forward genetic screens using Sleeping Beauty (SB)-mobilized T2/Onc transposons have been used to identify common inser-

tion sites (CISs) associated with tumor formation. Recurrent sites of transposon insertion are commonly identified using

ligation-mediated PCR (LM-PCR). Here, we use RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) data to directly identify transcriptional events

mediated by T2/Onc. Surprisingly, the majority (∼80%) of LM-PCR identified junction fragments do not lead to observ-

able changes in RNA transcripts. However, in CIS regions, direct transcriptional effects of transposon insertions are ob-

served. We developed an automated method to systematically identify T2/Onc-genome RNA fusion sequences in RNA-

seq data. RNA fusion-based CISs were identified corresponding to both DNA-based CISs (Cdkn2a, Mycl1, Nf2, Pten, Sema6d,
and Rere) and additional regions strongly associated with cancer that were not observed by LM-PCR (Myc, Akt1, Pth, Csf1r,
Fgfr2, Wisp1, Map3k5, andMap4k3). In addition to calculating recurrent CISs, we also present complementary methods to iden-

tify potential driver events via determination of strongly supported fusions and fusions with large transcript level changes in

the absence of multitumor recurrence. These methods independently identify CIS regions and also point to cancer-associ-

ated genes like Braf. We anticipate RNA-seq analyses of tumors from forward genetic screens will become an efficient tool to

identify causal events.

[Supplemental material is available for this article.]

Insertional mutagenesis approaches have identified compo-
nents of metabolic, signaling, and developmental pathways (St
Johnston 2002). Slow-transforming retroviruses (Uren et al.
2005) and engineered transposon/transposase systems have been
used to implicate driver genes involved in tumor formation
(Collier et al. 2005). Tissue-specific expression (Starr et al. 2009)
of Sleeping Beauty (SB) transposase (Ivics et al. 1997) can mobilize
genomically integrated T2/Onc, inducing tumor formation in
wild-type (WT) mice and accelerating tumor formation in predis-
posed mice. Sites of transposon insertion are identified via direct
sequencing of ligation-mediated PCR (LM-PCR) products generat-
ed from restriction enzyme (reLM-PCR) digestion or shearing
(shLM-PCR) of tumor DNA. Processing of the sequencing data
generates lists of insertion locations, which are further analyzed
to identify common insertion sites (CISs) (Sarver et al. 2012). A
wide range of tumor tissues including gastrointestinal tract, liver,
peripheral nerve, pancreas, and osteosarcoma (Keng et al. 2009;
Starr et al. 2009; Pérez-Mancera et al. 2012; Rahrman et al. 2013;
Moriarity et al. 2015) have been studied using these approaches.

The T2/Onc transposon contains a bi-functional molecular
construct designed to accelerate tumor formation using two sepa-
rate mechanisms. T2/Onc can activate transcription and utilize an

internal splice donor to generate in-frame fusion mRNA tran-
scripts. T2/Onc also contains two independent splice acceptors ca-
pable of disruption of transcript independent of the orientation of
transposon insertion (Collier et al. 2005).

While use of reLM-PCR followed by CIS analyses has success-
fully identifiedmany tumor suppressors and oncogenes important
to both human andmouse tumors, this methodology suffers from
a number of limitations. Properly positioned restriction sites are
necessary for successful cloning. If they are not present in ideal lo-
cations, reLM-PCRwill fail to identify insertions. The LM-PCR pro-
cess also utilizes two PCR amplification steps, and as a result the
relative clonality of an insertion within a given tumor cannot be
clearly defined unless shearing-based approaches are utilized.
The use of shearing prior to linker attachment partially alleviates
some of these problems because the presence of multiple frag-
ments may indicate that an insertion is clonal. Further, insertions
present on the chromosomewhere the T2/Onc transposon concat-
emer resides prior to mobilization are often not considered in CIS
analyses, due to the “local hopping” phenomenon of SB transpo-
sition. Additionally, it is often not clear (1) which gene is function-
ally affected by a set of recurrent insertions and (2) whether the
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Figure 1. Transcription near CIS insertions. Image showing FPKM values for (A) Eras and (B)Nf2 for each of the 14 SB osteosarcoma (OS) tumors. An exon
map of the gene region is shown indicating the direction of transcription below the FPKMbar plots. For each tumor, a histogram of the raw number of reads
observed within each 100-bp window is shown. The locations of LM-PCR-identified insertions are shown with triangles. Blue triangles represent positive
orientation insertions that can activate transcription on the + strand, while green triangles represent negative orientation insertions that can activate tran-
scription on the− strand. RNA fusions identified in the RNA-seq data are described in the figure legend (bottom right).
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transposon is activating transcription or generating premature
truncations.

Given these limitations, we set out to determine whether we
could use RNA-seq data obtained from SB-mutagenized tumors to
identify how transposon insertion in a given tumor was affecting
RNA transcripts of nearby loci. We show that RNA-seq data can
be used to identify insertions directly via the presence of transpo-
son-endogenous gene fusion transcripts and provide a pipeline for
this analysis.

Results

Direct visualization of transcriptional modulation

by transposon insertion

RNA-seq data was obtained from SB-induced WT (n = 5) and SB-
accelerated LSL-Trp53R270H (n = 9) osteosarcoma tumors from
14 uniquemice (Moriarity et al. 2015).We hypothesized that tran-
scriptional modifications driven by T2/Onc insertion would be
directly observable by examining the sequence mapping foot-
prints in regions of the genome containing CISs. Functionally rel-
evant insertions should modify transcript levels near genes with
transposon insertions, and thesemodifications should not be pres-
ent in tumors without insertions. To test this, the RNA-seq data
sets were mapped to the mouse genome, and the genomic regions
aroundCISswere visualized. Strong evidence for transposon-medi-
ated transcriptional modification was present. For example, Eras is

a putative oncogene activating the PI3-kinase pathway in undiffer-
entiated stem cells (Takahashi et al. 2003). Three out of 14 mice
had SB insertions detected by LM-PCR between the first and sec-
ond exons in orientations expected to activate transcription of
Eras. In the three tumors with insertions, large increases in tran-
script are visually apparent corresponding to insertion-mediated
transcriptional activation. The three tumors with insertions have
FPKM values above 100, while the remaining 11 have values close
to zero (P < 3.97 × 10−5) (Fig. 1A).Myc (2/14) andMycl1 (2/14) were
also observed to be significantly increased in tumorswith evidence
for transposon insertions (Supplemental Fig. S1).

As an example of a loss-of-function insertion, Nf2 is a tumor
suppressor gene (Morrison et al. 2001) and 4/14 tumors had LM-
PCR insertions within Nf2. In each of the four tumors, decreases
in the transcript levels are observable directly following the trans-
poson insertion site consistent with the premature truncation of a
single allele of the Nf2 gene. Decreased transcript levels were not
observable in the remaining 10 tumors that did not contain trans-
poson insertions (Fig. 1B).

Paired-end sequences derived from mRNA near sites

of T2/Onc insertion contain fusion transcripts

Paired-end reads that mapped near the site of insertion in each of
the exemplary CIS cases described above were examined using the
IGV browser. In a typical RNA-seq experiment, the vastmajority of
paired-end sequences will map near each other in genomic

Figure 2. Mapping to amodifiedmm9 genome. (A) IGV view of Eras genomic region from a tumor containing a transposon insertion. (B) Within the Eras
transcript Exon 2, many unmapped read pairs were observed in the regions of fusions followingmapping to the standardmm9 genome. (C) Remapping to
the mm9 genome with added T2/Onc sequence reveals the presence of T2/Onc-genome fusion sequences. Many of the previously unmapped pairs now
map to the T2/Onc sequence.
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location, taking into consideration the complexities of splicing. In
regions near transposon insertion, sequences were present where
one read pair mapped to the genome while the other read pair
did not. The majority of the single mapping sequences pointed
in the same direction, and this was often associated with a change
in overall transcript level. We hypothesized that fusion transcripts
composed of murine genome-derived mRNA fused to transposon-
derived mRNA were present. To test this hypothesis, we mapped
the sequence data to themm9 genomewhere the T2/Onc transpo-
son sequence (position 1–2153) was added as an extra chromo-
some. Approximately 50% of the previously single-end mapping
sequences now mapped as fusion sequences, where one end of

the pair mapped to a genomic location and the other mapped to
the T2/Onc transposon (Fig. 2).

Fusion sequences were observed to map to five distinct re-
gions of the T2/Onc transposon (Fig. 3A). The location of fusion
pair mapping within T2/Onc indicates which genetic element of
T2/Onc is being utilized. Fusions generated from the T2/Onc tran-
scriptional activator mapped to the splice donor region following
the transcriptional activator. Tumor O245 had an insertion be-
tween Exon 6 and Exon 7 of Capzb that led to transcriptional acti-
vation starting at Exon 7 (Fig. 3B). In addition to initiating known
transcripts, the T2/Onc transcriptional activator was also observed
to trigger previously unobserved transcripts. Tumor O165 had an

Figure 3. Location of fusion within T2/Onc sequence indicates transposon mechanism of transcriptional alteration. (A) Map of a single copy of the T2/
Onc transposon showing the locations of the various fusion products. The location of the fusion pair mapping to T2/Onc indicates how T2/Onc is mod-
ifying the transcript in order to generate the observed fusion event. (B) Transcriptional activation within the Capzb gene. (C) Transcriptional activation of
the opposite strand of the Capzb gene. (D) Transcriptional activation on the opposite strand with apparent splicing in the Rere gene. (E) Premature trun-
cation in Abca1. (F) Premature truncation and transcriptional activation happening at the same time in Abca1. Locations of LM-PCR junction fragments and
fusion products are shown as described for Figure 1.
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insertion in an orientation predicted to activate transcription of a
novel transcript on the opposite strand relative to the Capzb gene
(Fig. 3C). In additional cases, splicing of the novel opposite strand
transcript was observed. Tumor O112 had an insertion between
Exon 1 and Exon 2 of Rere in an orientation predicted to lead to
premature disruption of the transcript (Fig. 3D).

Fusions generated from prematurely truncated sequences
mapped to the splice acceptor regions. An insertion was observed
between Exon 2 and Exon3 inAbca1 in the sameorientation as the
insertion in Rere, but instead of observing opposite strand tran-
scriptional activation, we observed a truncation fusion product
and a decrease in transcript (Fig. 3E). An insertion in the opposite
orientation inAbca1 resulted in both a premature truncation and a
transcriptional activation within the same gene (Fig. 3F). In addi-
tion to spliced products, fusions generated from transcriptional
read-through from the inverted repeat/direct repeat (IR/DR) were
observed in Eras and Rere (Figs. 1A, 3C). These were usually associ-
ated with the site of insertion identified by LM-PCR and were pre-
sent at a lower rate than the spliced products, when spliced
products were also present.

RNA fusions can be systematically identified

We identified all sequences where one end of the paired read
mapped to one of the five T2/Onc sequence regions and the other
mapped to the genome. Across the 14 tumors, 1806 fusions were
observed (Supplemental Table S1). Many of the fusions are in close
proximity to each other and describe alternatively spliced prod-
ucts. Each tumor had 28 to 324 distinct fusions (Table 1).

Libraries were sequenced to varying depths from 18 to 241
million paired-end reads to identify the optimal read depth. The
depth of sequencing showed a relationship with the total number
of fusion regions observed (r2 = 0.56). The slope of the trend line
(1.4) indicates that, for each million additional reads in depth,
on average an additional 1.4 fusions will be identified. The y-inter-
cept of the trend line (31) indicates that, even at lower sequence
depth, a significant number of fusions will be identified (Fig.
4A). To normalize the number of fusion events across such a
wide depth of sequencing, we calculated counts per million
(CPM) values for each fusion. A CPM of 0.5 would mean that in
the smallest library at least 10 fusion-spanning paired-end reads
were present.

In the SB tumors, apparent fusions were observed in the Foxf2
gene, as well as the En2 gene, both of which were used in the
construction of the T2/Onc transposon. In addition, we mapped
RNA-seq data from tumors derived from a traditional genetic
mouse tumormodel (without SBmutagenesis) and did not observe
fusions.

Many reLM-PCR insertions are not supported by RNA

fusions, and insertions with fusion support have increased

read counts

Across these 14 tumors, 2223 insertion sites were identified by
reLM-PCR followed by TAPDANCE analysis (Supplemental Table
S3). Three hundred seventy-six of the 2223 insertion sites
(∼17%) have an RNA fusion event within ±100,000 bp of the
LM-PCR site (Table 1).While reLM-PCR amplification is not linear,
we suspected reLM-PCR insertions with increased read numbers
are generally more likely to be clonal driver events, therefore gen-
erating observable fusions. If this was the case, reLM-PCR reads
with RNA fusion support should have increased read numbers rel-
ative to reLM-PCR reads without RNA fusion support. reLM-PCR
insertions supported by RNA–transposon fusions were observed,
on average, 5142 times across all 14 libraries, while unsupported
insertions were observed an average of 1026 times (Table 1). The
increase in read number for fusion-supported insertions holds
true independently for each tumor library and is highly statisti-
cally significant (P = 0.00004, two-group t-test).

Clonal insertions identified by shLM-PCR have increased

fusion support

Shearing has been used as an alternative to restriction enzymes to
fragment DNA prior to LM-PCR and has been reported as a semi-
quantitative method to identify clonal insertions based on the
presence of multiple supporting fragments (Koudijs et al. 2011;
Riordan et al. 2014). If the observed fusionswere generated primar-
ily from clonal insertions, shLM-PCR insertion locations with
more supporting fragments would have increased fusion support.
We generated shLM-PCR data from six tumors for which we also
had RNA-seq data and examined the support (Supplemental
Table S4). As the number of distinct supporting fragments increas-
es, the likelihood of fusion support also increases (Fig. 4C). These
results indicate that shLM-PCR junctions with many shear

Table 1. Summary of tumor RNA-seq, LM-PCR, and fusion data

Tumor Genotype
Reads

(millions) Mapping reLM-PCR

% LM-PCR
with
fusion
support Fusions

% fusions
with

LM-PCR
support

Avg count
#

supported

Avg
count #

no
support

Fusions
with
CPM
>0.5

Genes
with
CPM
>0.5

O112 WT 242 93% 63 59% 324 48% 6702 835 42 23
O31 WT 96 91% 134 36% 293 42% 4264 1123 38 24
O74 WT 95 93% 172 15% 99 47% 7723 1028 7 7
O245 WT 91 94% 192 32% 283 61% 6634 2204 55 32
O73 WT 58 87% 189 25% 206 76% 6399 288 74 38
O165 p53 83 95% 411 10% 126 70% 3919 994 11 8
O109 p53 62 89% 98 6% 28 32% 1729 914 3 2
O235 p53 60 95% 346 7% 48 67% 3944 540 14 7
O167 p53 57 84% 40 63% 121 71% 4960 1437 30 18
O417 p53 54 94% 248 10% 70 40% 2385 1190 13 12
O374-1 p53 31 96% 42 19% 79 37% 12,650 2842 33 13
O82 p53 24 95% 110 11% 30 67% 6634 2204 8 5
O380 p53 20 96% 53 9% 49 20% 15,321 2279 15 10
O315 p53 18 96% 125 8% 50 36% 5129 1125 22 15
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fragments are more likely to be clonal and generate fusion tran-
scripts than shLM-PCR junctions with fewer shear fragments.

RNA fusions are observed that are not supported by LM-PCR

Of the 1806 potential fusions identified across 14 tumors, 974
(53%) arewithin 100,000 bases of a reLM-PCR-identified insertion.
Eight hundred thirty-two fusions without LM-PCR supportmap to
514 unique genes, including a fusion to Myc. Of the 574 fusions
identified across six tumors, where shLM-PCR was available, 407
(71%) were supported by shLM-PCR. One hundred sixty-seven
fusions without shLM-PCR map to 120 genes and include fusions
to Rb1,Wrn,Notch2, and Csf1r. These results indicate that a signif-

icant number of transposon insertions are being missed by
LM-PCR basedmethodology but can be inferred by the presence of
RNA fusions. RT-PCR was used to validate that transposon-derived
fusion sequences were present in the tumors in six exampleswhere
reLM-PCR did not identify transposon insertions (Supplemental
Figs. S2–S9).

RNA fusions can define precise RNA CIS (RCIS) genes

RCISs were calculated from the RNA fusion locations and com-
pared to DNA CISs (DCISs) generated with reLM-PCR junction
fragments. Thirty-five DCIS regions (Supplemental Table S5) and
31 RCIS regions (Supplemental Table S6) were identified. Many re-
gions were present in both lists, including Eras, Nf2, Pten, Mycl1,
Cdkn2a, Sema6d, Rere, Ammecr1, Heatr3, Abca1, Lims2, and Cd2ap
(Supplemental Table S7). Additional genomic regions strongly as-
sociated with cancer were only found in the RCIS list, including
Myc, Akt1, Pth, Csf1r, Fgfr2, Wisp1, Map3k5, and Map4k3. Signifi-
cantly more RCISs were observed in SB-induced WT tumors than
in SB-accelerated LSL-Trp53R270H tumors (P = 0.0008).

In many cases, CISs have multiple genes in close proximity,
and RNA-seq data can discern which transcripts are directly mod-
ified.We identified insertions between Ameccr1 and Rgag1 and the
insertions are closer to the Ammecr1 gene, while Rgag1 transcript
level is strongly increased (Fig. 5A). RNA-seq data can also allow
identification of the specific transcriptional modification occur-
ring in each tumor. The Cdkn2a (p16) locus has reLM-PCR inser-
tions in four tumors, two within the gene predicted to disrupt
the transcript and one in an orientation suggesting transcriptional
activation (Fig. 5B). The tumor with the highest level of Cdkn2a
(O73) has a reLM-PCR insertion and fusion indicating transcrip-
tional activation of Cdkn2a. The tumor with the lowest level of
Cdkn2a transcript (O74) has an insertion activating transcription
of a noncanonical transcript on the opposite strand. In summary,
RNA-seq data complement reLM-PCR and allow direct identifica-
tion of the transposon-mediated transcriptional changes within
CISs that were not clear from the reLM-PCR data alone.

Tumor-centric models of recurrent and nonrecurrent

driver events

Identifying driver events that are present in specific tumors is nec-
essary to understand heterogeneous tumor formation, and nonre-
current fusions may be important drivers of tumor formation
(Table 2). Two distinct approaches were utilized with the RNA-
seq data to identify nonrecurrent drivers. First, fusions with strong
support defined by fusion CPM> 0.5 were identified. Many of
these were previously identified via CIS analyses in our larger
reLM-PCR (Moriarity et al. 2015). This analysis also identified non-
recurrent oncogenes, such as Ksr1 (Müller et al. 2001), Ptpn13
(Dromard et al. 2007),Wisp1 (Xu et al. 2001), and Ptk2 (also known
as FAK) (Mitra and Schlaepfer 2006).

As a second approach, insertion-modified transcripts (IMTs),
with outlier expression levels and RNA fusions, were identified.
IMTs with increased expression included many genes identified
as CISs, such as Eras, Myc, and Mycl1 (Table 2). For example, in-
creases in 3′ exons were observed in Cngb3, Poln, and Braf, which
were not previously seen as a DCIS or RCIS (Fig. 6A–C). IMTs
with decreased levels included many genes described as CISs,
such as Nf2, Pten, Cdkn2a, and Rere. In addition to truncation,
transposon insertion also leads to opposite strand transcription
as shown for Cdc42, Xpo4, and Max (Fig. 6D–F).

Figure 4. Interplay between sequencing depth, LM-PCR depth, and
RNA fusions. (A) Total number of fusions observed in each sample plotted
against the sequencing depth. (B) The number of fragments in six tumors
using the shLM-PCR technique, ordered in increasing number of frag-
ments which is a semiquantitative indication of clonality and the number
of fusions which support these shLM-PCR junction fragments. (C)
Relationship between shLM-PCR number of supporting fragments and
RNA fusion support. As more supporting shear fragments are observed,
the percentage of insertions with observed fusions increases.
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Discussion

Analyses of RNA-seq data identified changes in transcripts and
RNA fusions consistent with LM-PCR-identified insertion sites.
However, only 20% of the LM-PCR insertions had supporting
fusions. Many fusions were observed in the absence of LM-PCR-
defined insertion sites, which were validated by RT-PCR and direct
Sanger sequencing. In addition to previously described DCIS, re-
current and nonrecurrent osteosarcoma-specific oncogenes and
tumor suppressors were identified by RCIS, high CPM fusions,
and IMTs from the RNA-seq data.

Functionally relevant insertion events may be more observ-
able in RNA-seq-based analyses of transposon fusions than in
reLM-PCR analyses of junction fragments because fusion events
must make up a significant part of the transcript population. In
reLM-PCR, no estimate is made of the “normal” population at a
given insertion locus, while in RNA-seq this is implicit in the
methodology. As a result, reLM-PCR techniques may identify false
positive insertion sites that are not clonal. Shearing prior to LM-
PCR can act as a semiquantitative assessment of clonality, but
the removal of insertions that may appear to be nonclonal via
shearing may come at the cost of generating false negatives where
fusion support exists.

Statistical analyses of association between transposon inser-
tion and overall transcript level clearly showed transcriptional ac-

tivationwas occurring as a result of transposon insertion nearMyc,
Mycl1, and Eras. However, tumors with T2/Onc fusions in Nf2
showed a trend toward decreased transcript levels (P < 0.06).
Rationale for the lack of significance include (1) thatNf2 transcript
levels vary for each sample, (2) that the presence of prematurely
truncated polyadenylated product may increase the overall
FPKM levels to a level near those observed in nontruncated prod-
ucts, and (3) that sequences leading to mRNA degradation may
be removed in prematurely truncated transcripts masking decreas-
es. RNA-seq fusion-based methods are better at identifying tran-
scriptional activation events compared to LM-PCR, because the
dynamic range of transcriptional activation signal is much greater
than heterozygous premature transcript termination. LM-PCRwill
not show signal bias based on transcriptional activation since it is a
DNA-based method.

Decreases in transcript observednear insertions activating op-
posite strand sequences may be driving RNA silencing interactions
via the degradation of complementary mRNA as is commonly uti-
lized to knock down genes in cells utilizing small interfering RNA.
While unexpected, this functionality is not surprising due to
the harnessing of evolutionary tumor selection in forward genetic
screens.

Pth,Ptprd, andTgfbr1were identifiedonlyafterRNA-seq-based
analysis approaches described here, and each gene has clear roles
in osteosarcoma biology. Parathyroid Hormone (Pth) has been

Figure 5. Precise identification of CIS transposon targeting. Histograms, similar to Figure 1, allow precise identification of the molecular mechanism
of insertion in CIS near (A) Ammecr1 and Rgag1, and (B) Cdkn2a. Locations of LM-PCR junction fragments and fusion products are shown as described
for Figure 1.
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proposed as a treatment for osteoporosis and has a shown clear ef-
fect in increasing bone density in humans (Neer et al. 2001). Rats
showed dose-dependent increases in osteosarcoma tumors follow-
ing daily treatmentwith Pth (Vahle et al. 2002), independently val-
idating thatPthhas a role inosteosarcomadevelopment. PTPRD is a
protein tyrosine phosphatase, and a frameshift mutation was de-
scribed in a human osteosarcoma patient (Egas-Bejar et al. 2014).
Finally, a TGFBR1 variant was associated with osteosarcoma sus-
ceptibility in a Chinese population (Hu et al. 2010).

Many papers have identified differentially expressed tran-
scripts in tumors.Whatmakes RNA-seq applied to SB-mutagenized
tumors unique is that transcriptional changes in tumors in

response to transposon insertion can be directly observed.
Spontaneous tumor formation utilizes a multitude of overlapping
mechanisms including mutation, copy number variation, epige-
netic variation, and genetic background for which complete infor-
mation is difficult to obtain and often highly noisy. As a result, it is
often difficult to identify causal events. Using RNA-seq to study SB-
mutagenized tumormodel systems provides identification of caus-
al events with reduced noise. Our data indicate that transposon
insertion will have effects that are less predictable and more com-
plex than previously imagined due to an interplay between the
strength of the native promoter compared to the strength of
the T2/Onc promoter, the presence of cryptic transcription and

Table 2. Tumor-centric view of potential driver events

RNA CIS CPM >0.5 Increased IMTs Decreased IMTs

O112 Ammecr1 Heatr3
Ints8 Mycl1
Nmnat2 Reep3/
Jmjd1c Rere
Sema6d

AC103621.1 AC125270.2 Bcar3 Chka
Creb1 Gm10779 Heatr3 lars Ints8
Krt222 Mycl1 Poln Prkag2 Rab2a Ralb
Serpina12 Setd2 Smarce1 Sorcs2
Tfb2m Tmtc2 Zmynd11 mmu-mir-
760

1700007G11Rik Asxl3 Cnst Dctd Fgr
Gab1 Gm10754 Gm5591 Heatr3 lars
Jmjd1c Krt222 Krt24 Mfsd2a Mycl1
Pcdha6 Plcd3 Poln Prkag2 Rgag1
Sema6d Serpina12 Setd2 Sh3rf3
Skint5 Ufm1 Utrn

Arhgef3 Bcar3 Fry Gphn Maf Mbd5
Mll3 Napi1/1 Rab2a Reep3 Rere
Sdk2 Sepp1 Setd3 Smarce1
Spred2 Tapt1 Tmtc2 Ube2v2
Wwc2 Xpo5 Zmynd11

O31 Akt1 Ammecr1
Cd2ap Cdkn2a
Cnot7 Eras Grlf1
Gtf2i Ints8
Nmnat2

1700112E06Rik Akt1 Cercam Chd7 Eros
Fam13b Fars2 Flna Gbx1 Gcnt1
Kdm5c Mrpl51 Mylk3 Myo1e Ncapd2
Pcsk1n Ptprd RP23-103L13.1 Rcan2
Rere Rsbn1l Smad5 Stim2 Thsd7a

1700112E06Rik Ano6 Atg10 Atp2b1
Btg2 Cercam Cngb3 Eras Fars2
Gatad2a H2-M1 Herc1 Il1r2 Iqch Mkl2
Mrgpre Mrpl51 Mylk3 Nmnat2 Rcan2
Reck Scml2 Sec23ip Sema4d Slc35e2
Slc4a5 Stim2 Tbx21 Tgfbr1 Tmem60

Ammecr1 Bptf Emp1 Fam 13b Grlf1
Ints8 Lrp6 MII5 Nadk Ncapd2
Pofut1 Shq1 Smad4 Spred1 St13
Wdfy2

O74 Cdkn2a Fgfr2
Map3k5 Pten Pth

Fgfr2 Pten Serbp1 Tnfrsf21 Tshz1 Zbtb1
Zbtb25

Gga1 Gstm3 Igfbpl1 Pitx3 Poli Pth
Sema4d Tiam2 Zbtb25

Ahdel Arid1a Cdkn2a Chd7 Crtc3
Csnk1a1 Ino80 Itch Macf1 Ptk2
Rab12 Serbp1 Slc26a2 Tshz1
Uba3

O245 Ammecr1 Bicc1
Cd2ap Cnot7
GrIf1 Gtf2i Ints8
Rere Wisp1
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splicing elements, the availability and strength of native splice do-
nors and acceptors, and the bifunctional capabilities of T2/Onc.
Thus, direct visualization with RNA-seq is essential to understand
the mechanistic effects of transposon insertion. Our analysis
method will be of value beyond cancer applications as this meth-
odology can be applied to any forward genetic screen that utilizes
transcript-modifying transposon mutagenesis.

Methods

SB-mutagenized osteosarcomas

The generation and analysis of these tumors has been previously
described (Moriarity et al. 2015). Briefly, mice undergoing transpo-
son mutagenesis targeted to osteoblasts and their precursors, via
Osterix1-Cre transgene, were generated on a WT or conditional
LSL-Trp53R270H background (Olive et al. 2004) and aged for osteo-
sarcoma development. Upon necropsy, tumors were snap-frozen

in RNAlater (Sigma). reLM-PCR (Rahrmann et al. 2013) and
shLM-PCR (Riordan et al. 2014) were performed as previously de-
scribed. RNA was extracted using a RNA Midi extraction kit
(Qiagen) and quality-tested using the Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent
Technologies). The TruSeq RNA Sample Preparation kit (Illumina)
was used to generate genomic sequences of ∼200 bp, which were
sequenced using the HiSeq 2000 (Illumina).

RNA-seq mapping

TopHat (Trapnell et al. 2009) was used to map paired-end se-
quences to the mm9 genome modified to include 2153 bases
of the T2/Onc transposon sequence (Collier et al. 2005) as
Chromosome chrSB. The BEDTools (Quinlan et al. 2010) function
maskfastawas used to remove the En2 gene, a portion ofwhichwas
used to generate the T2/Onc transposon. The total numbers of
mapped and unmapped sequences were obtained using the
SAMtools (Li et al. 2009) function faidx. Fragments per kilobase

Figure 6. Insertion-modified transcripts (IMTs) in osteosarcoma tumors. Examples of increased IMTs via transcriptional activation for (A) Cngb3, (B) Poln,
and (C) Braf, and for decreased IMTs with apparent activation of opposite strand transcript (D) Cdc42, (E) Xpo4, and (F )Max. FPKM, locations of reLM-PCR
junction fragments and fusion products are shown as described for Figure 1.
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of exon per million fragments mapped (FPKM) values for each
gene were generated using Cuffdiff (Trapnell et al. 2010). IGV
(Thorvaldsdóttir et al. 2013) and R (R Core Team 2012) were used
to visualize mapped sequence data.

Identification of transposon fusions from RNA-seq data

Mapped, sorted, indexed BAM files were used to identify paired-
end sequences where one endmapped to an endogenous genomic
location and the other endmapped to the T2/Onc sequence using
the SAMtools view command. A Perl script was used to summarize
T2/Onc fusions based on (1) the total number of reads that support
the fusion, (2) the number of unique fusions, and (3) the total
number of reads mapping to that location (Fusion_Finder.pl).
The CPM for each fusion was calculated by dividing the number
of reads that support the fusion by the total number of reads se-
quenced and multiplying the number by 1,000,000.

Annotation, CIS, and IMTs

The nearest gene was identified using the BEDTools function clos-
est with mm9 annotation. The TAPDANCE CIS calling algorithm
(Sarver et al. 2012) was utilized to identify and annotate (1)
DCISs from the list of all LM-PCR insertions with no chromosome
exclusion, and (2) RCISs from the list of all RNA fusions. For each
tumor, increased IMTs were defined as genes that had FPKM levels
more than 1.5 times the interquartile range above the third quar-
tile and had a fusion. Tumors with decreased IMTs were defined
as genes that had FPKM levels below the first quartile where the
first quartile had a value greater than 1 and had a fusion.

Fusion-spanning RT-PCR

RNA was extracted from tumors using the RNA Mini kit (Invitro-
gen) and reverse-transcribed into cDNA using the SuperScript
III reverse-transcriptase kit (Life Technologies), following the
manufacturer’s instructions. PCR was performed using 2× GoTaq
(Promega) with an initial denaturation step at 95°C for 2 min, 35
cycles of denaturing at 95°C for 25 sec, annealing at 55°C for 35
sec, extension at 72°C for 1.5 min, and a final extension step at
72°C for 5 min. PCR amplicons were resolved on 1% agarose
gels. PCR products were subcloned into PCR-Blunt II-TOPO (Life
Technologies) following the manufacturer’s instructions and sub-
sequently sequenced using standard Sanger sequencing. Primer
sequences can be found in Supplemental Table S9.

Data access

The sequencing data from this study have been submitted to the
NCBI Sequence Read Archive (SRA; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/sra/) under accession number SRP047432. The Fusion Finder
script is included in the Supplemental Material and can also be ob-
tained from http://www.oncomir.umn.edu/fusion_finder.
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